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Abstraet.TheoxygenadsorptiononCu(llO)andCu(lll)surfaces wasstudied by meansof 
the SEELFS technique above the oxygen K-edge. The calculated partial cross sections show 
that the non-dipole transitions are much weaker than the dipole transitions. The phaseshift 
for the nearest-neighbour distance calculated by using the curved-wave approximation 
agrees with the reference phaseshift even though the plane-wave phaseshift deviates from 
it. hence thecurved-waveapproximationwasappliedtointerpret IhesEELFsdara. A nearest- 
neighbour distance of 1.82 .& forthe O/Cu(llO) system and 1.91 .& forthe O/Cu(l11) system 
were obtained. The missing-row modelofthe (2 X 1) substructureofO/Cu(llO)isasuitable 
one. In theO/Cuflll)rvstem, theoxwenatomsareIocatedabout0.5 .&above the tovmost . . . .  ._  
Cu layer. 

1. Introduction 

The SEXAFS technique (surface extended x-ray absorption fine structure) has become a 
powerful method for the determination of the geometrical structure in the vicinity of 
adsorbed atoms [ 1 4 .  The O/Cu(llO) and O/Cu(lll) systems were investigated by 
Dobler er a l [ 5 ] ,  Haase eta1 [6-8,461 and Bader et al[9] who used the SEXAFS technique. 
The neighbour distances were determined with high precision by means of the Fourier 
transform [lo]. Reference phaseshifts obtained from experimentson model compounds 
(e.g. Cu20,  CuO) [4] were used [S-81. The reason for using actual reference phaseshifts 
lies in the fact that phaseshifts which are calculated by using the plane-wave approxi- 
mation led to too short neighbour distances between adsorbates and substrates [ll, 121. 
An apparent shorter nearest-neighbour distance was also observed with the SEELFS 
(surface extended electron energy loss fine structure) and E U F S  studies above M2,3 
edges of 3d transition elements provided the plane-wave phaseshifts were used for the 
data analysis [13-18]. An accurate interpretation of the SEELFS spectra is only possible 
with the curved-wave formalism [18,19]. In the present work, we studied again the O/ 
Cu systems, but used the SEELFS technique instead of the SEXAFS technique. The same 
technique has been applied by various authors [20-24] who studied other adsorbate 
structures. For the analysis of the SEELFS data, the curved-wave approximation [25-271 
was used. To study a possible influence of the non-dipole transitions on the fine structure 
the partial cross sections for the oxygen K-edge were calculated by means of the Bethe 
formalism [28]. 
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Figure 1. ((I) The cylindrical mirror analyser. (b)  The schematic diagram of the vacuum 
chamber: (1) ion gun; (2) CMA; (3) electron gun; (4) sample; ( 5 )  sample heater; (6) lher- 
mocouple: (7) sample holder; (8) Faraday cup; (9 )  evaporator; (IO) mass spectrometer 
(quadrupole); ( 1 1 )  window; (12) microbalance. 

2. Experiment 

TheCu(ll0)and Cu(ll1)crystalsurfaceswere cleanedaccording tou~vs tandards  [29]. 
The mechanically and chemically cleaned samples were bombarded by Ar ions at an Ar 
partial press of 1 - 3 x mbar. They were then annealed at T = 400 "C for half an 
hour.ThecleanCu(ll0)surfacewasexposedtoaZ X mbaroxygenatmosphere for 

-5 minutes(600 L) and theCu(ll1)surfacefor IOminutes(17!00 L).Thecontamination- 
mainly due to carbon-was continuously measured by Auger spectroscopy. Our UHV 
conditions (-lo-" mbar) ensured minimal contamination of the surface. 

The SEELFS experiments were performed with a commercial Auger spectrometer in 
the reflection mode 113-151 (figure 1). The energy analyser was an OPC 105 CMA 
(cylindrical mirror analyser, Riber) with a resolutionof0.5% andatransmission of 10%. 
The electron gun was positioned coaxially with respect to the CMA and the incident 
electron beam of 15 pA and 0.1 mm diameter was normal to the sample surface. The 
angle between the normal of the sample surface and the direction of the scattered 
electron is 42.5". 

The registration of the SEELFS data was carried out with a lock-in amplifier in the first 
derivative mode. A 6 V peak-to-peak modulation was used and the primary energy was 
2000 eV. 

The SEELFS spectrum for O/Cu(llO) was obtained by averaging two measured 
spectra, which were obtained during less than 30 minutes, respectively. Further 

~ ~~ ~~~ 
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FigureZ.The SEELFS spectraoftheoxygen K-edge. The primaryenergywas2000eV. These 
spectra wereobtained after background subtraction. a: O/Cu(llO); b: O/Cu(lll). 

measurements introduced some changes of the SEELFS spectra. The SEELFS spectrum for 
O/Cu(lll) which was obtained during 15 minutes has been smoothed. The S E E L ~  
signal for this system disappeared after this measurement. The spectra after fitting the 
background by spline functions are shown in figure 2. They were then transformed into 
k-space by means of the following relation [30]: 

where A E  is the energy loss and Eo the binding energy. Before performing the Fourier 
transform, the spectra were integrated. 

3. Interpretation 

The analysis of the SEELFS spectra is basedon the curved-wave approximation. According 
to Muller and Schaich [25] and McKale et ai  [26], the SEELFS signal X'(k) of an 
1 = 1 final state is given by [19]: 

x'(k) = 2 -3  cos €':Ifl(x, k, R ) I  y e - 2 0 ? k 2  NI e-2RilA(k) sin(2kRl + 26, + q l ( k ,  R I ) ) .  

(2) 
I I kR, 

fl(x, k, R,) is the backscattering amplitude: 

f l (n ,k ,R , )=  Ifl(n,k,Rl)Iei'l(k.Ri) = - 2 ( 2 1 ' +  l)(-l)"e'6i, sin6,H(1,i ' ,kRI) 
1 
k , .  

(3) 
with 

1 I' i 2 

0 0 0  
H(1, l ' ,  kR,) = ( 2 i +  1) (( 1 hfl)(kRj)) (-l);(kR,)' 

I 

where k is the wave vector, Ri the neighbour distance of the j atoms with a coordination 
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Figure 3. Total phaseshifts of the 0-Cu system, 0 as Central atom and Cu as backscatterer: 
( I )  calculated by using the curved-wave approximation for I = 1 final slate, R = 2.0A: (2) 
calculated by using the curved-wave approximation ior 1 = 1 final state. R = 3.1 A: (3) 
calculated by using the plane-wave approximation for 1 = 1 final state; (4) reference phase. 
shilt taken from experimental data of Cu10 (41. 

k IA'I 
Figure4.The dilferentialpartialcmsssectionsof t h ~  oxygen K-edge for the primary energy 
of ZWO eV. 

number of N p  Ift(n, k, R,)/ and q , ( k ,  R,) are the backscattering amplitude and the 
backscattering phaseshift of the j atoms, respectively. U: is the Debye-Waller factor 
which describes the thermal disorder effects. h ( k )  is the mean free path of the excited 
electrons and 6, the central phase shift. hf" is the spherical Hankel function [31] and 

the 3j Wignersymbol[32]. 6,. is the phaseshift of the backscattered I' partial wave. 3 cos 
0: is the polarization factor, where 0, is the angle between R, and the momentum 
transfer. In the case of the SEELFS technique, the hvo-step process-an inelastic process, 
followed or preceded by an elastic process-is more preferred than the single inelastic 
process [13, 191. One can assume approximately that the effective incident electron 
beam (cf such electrons which only undergo one or more elastic processes) distributes 
spherical symmetrically. Then the polarization factor is nearly unity. It meansthat under 
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Figure 5. (a )  The Fourier transforms of the O/Cu(llO) system. The integration range was 
2.0 < k c 8.0 .&-I. Dotted curve, measured Fourier transform; full curve, curved-wave 
Fourier transform of the missing-row model with the following neighbour atoms: copper 
atoms at  I .a, 1.¶?,3.21 and4.1 I 8, and twooxygen atoms at3.62 8, (thismissing-row model 
is shown in the inset); chain curve, curved-wave Fourier transform of the buckled (2 x 1) 
model [9]; broken curve. Fourier transform of Cu20.  ( b )  The Fourier transforms of the O/ 
Cu(ll1) system. The integration range was 2.0 < k < 9 . 3 k ' .  Dotted curve, measured 
Fourier transform; full curve. curved-wave Fourier transform for the copper neighbour 
atomswithR, = 1.91, R2 = RI = 2.98k.(iheatomicarrangementisshownintheinset)and 
three oxygen atoms at R = 2.56 A; broken curve, Fourier lransform of Cu,O. 

our experimental conditions all neighbour atoms (independent of their orientation) 
contribute to the SEELFS signal with the same amplitude. 

The phaseshifts 6,. of a copper and oxygen backscatter 'were calculated by using the 
Hartree-Fock-Slater equation [33]. The backscattering amplitudes and phaseshifts were 
calculated for the I = 1 dipole transition and for the distances of 2.0 and 3.1 8, according 
to (2). The central phaseshifts of oxygen from Teo and Lee [34] were used. The total 
phaseshifts-calculated by using the curved-wave approximation-are shown in figure 
3. They are compared with the plane-wave total phaseshifts of the 1 = 1 contribution 
and with the experimental total phaseshifts of CuzO [4]. 

In order to control the deviation of the partial cross sections of the oxygen K-edge 
from the dipole approximation the partial differential cross sections were calculated by 
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means of the method of Cooper and Manson [35-371. The results are shown in figure 4. 
The non-dipole transitions are very weak in comparison to the dipole transition, but 
there exist strong non-dipole transitions for some shallow edges (e.g. Cu M2.3 [19] and 
Pd N2,3 [38]) ,  the reason being that the value of qr-q is the momentum transfer and r 
the position vector of the electrons in the target atom-is much smaller for a K-edge of 
oxygen than for some shallow edges [21]. Therefore, in the case of the oxygen K-edge 
it is only necessary to consider the dipole transition. 

According to LEED studies [39,40],  the oxygen atoms-adsorbed on the Cu(ll0) 
surface-form a (2 x 1) substructure after 600 L exposure. Hence, by using thc missing- 
row (2 x 1) substructure model [9] with the copper neighbour atoms in the first layer 
(1.82~).inthesecondlayer(1.97.&and4.11 A)andinthethirdlayer(3.21 .&)andthe 
two oxygen atoms at 3.62 A (figure 5(a)), a SEELFS spectrum was calculated by means 
of (2). Further model calculations were performed by using the buckled (2 X 1) model 
and for the Cu,O compound. The Fourier transforms of the calculated spectra are 
compared with the experimental one and shown in figure 5(a). The disagreement 
between the Fourier transform of Cu,O and the other Fourier transforms indicates that 
the SEELFS and SEXAFS techniques have the capacity to distinguish the different local 
structures (see also figure 5(b)) .  The Fourier transform of the missing-row model gives 
a much better agreement with the experimental one than that of the buckled model. 
Therefore we conclude that the missingrow model is a more rational model for the 
(2 X 1)structure than the buckled model. The first maximumof thecurved-waveFourier 
transform agrees well with the experimental one while the agreement with the second 
maximum is fairly good. The disagreement of the maxima at large distance may be 
caused by the neglect of the multiple scattering processes [30]. by the possible deviation 
from the (2 X 1)  structure and by the limitation ofthe resolutionof the energy analyser. 

We turn now to the O/Cu( l l l )  system. The LEED investigations on the O/Cu(l l l )  
system showed that at room temperature only a disordered adsorption of oxygen atoms 
takes place 1391. This may be a reason for the fact that the O/Cu(lll) system is less 
stablc during the measurement than the O/Cu(llO) system. 

From the intensity of the Cu Auger peak at E = 920eV and of the 0 Auger peak at 
E = 510 eV, the oxygen coverage can be determined 1411. In  the case of 1200 L 0 
cxposure. the coverage is 0.35 monolayers. 

From HREELS [7, 421 measurements. the oxygen adsorption in threefold sites was 
concluded. We assume that they are situated about 0.5 A above the first copper layer 
(see the inset model in figure S(b)) .  The first three copper neighbours ( R ,  = 1.91, 
R2 = R ,  = 2.98 .&) and the first oxygen neighbour were used for the calculation of the 
SEELFS spectrum. The Fourier transforms of the calculated and of measured SEELFS 
spectra show an excellent agreement for these neighbour distances (figure 5(b)).  

It is determined from the SEELFS measurement that there exist three atoms at R ,  = 
1.91 A and together 6 neighbour atoms at R, = R ,  = 2.98 A. This neighbour relation 
can be obtained if the oxygen atom is located about 0.5 A above the topmost Cu 
atomlayer and the three nearest copper atoms shift about 0.3 .& laterally. This result 
coincides with the LEIS (low ener ion scattering) result 1431 which indicates a dis- 
placement of the Cu atoms of 0.3 f a n d  the SEXAFS result [7]. 

4. Conclusion 

The plane-wave phaseshift for the Cu-0 nearest-neighbour distance deviates from both 
the reference phaseshift and from the curved-wave phaseshift, ascan be seen from figure 
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3. The apparent shorter nearest-neighbour distance [ll, 121 is therefore caused by the 
use of the plane-wave phaseshift. In addition, the total phaseshift depends now on the 
distance (cf equations (2) and (3)). The total phaseshift for R = 3.1 8, differs clearly 
from that for R = 2.0 8, (see figure 3). Thus the reference phaseshift can only be used 
when the neighbour distance does not deviate clearly from that of the reference system. 
The reference phaseshift of the nearest-neighbour distance cannot be applied to further 
neighbour shells. By using the curved-wave approximation, all neighbour distances can 
be correctly determined, provided the quality of the spectrum and the surface is good 
enough. According to LEEDstudies[39], theCu(ll0)surfaceshows a(2 X 1)substructure 
after 60-600 L oxygen exposure. There are many studies available where the location 
of oxygen atoms and the reconstruction of the Cu atoms of this surface was investigated 
[ 5 ,  6, 9, 44, 451. Our results (the missing-row model and R ,  = 1.828,) are in good 
agreement with the SEXAFS results of Dobler era l [9 ,46 ] .  The oxygen atoms are located 
slightly above the first Cu layer (0.3 a). The broadening of the first peak of the exper- 
imental Fourier transform (see figure 5(a))  is caused by two different neighbour 
distances. Indeed, the first maximum involves two neighbour distances ( R ,  and RL of 
the inset model in figure 5(a ) ) .  
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